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Abstract 
The 1970s saw the gathering of a momentum towards decolonization in culture and education 
in Jamaica, newly-independent after over 400 years of British imperial rule. This article 
discusses the contribution to curriculum decolonization made by an Australian-born music 
educator, Pamela O’Gorman. It explores how her work helped to move music education in 
Jamaica from a colonial paradigm which saw only European music as being worthy of 
serious study, to a postcolonial paradigm which challenged the prominence of European 
music and advocated a more multicultural approach. Together with Jamaican colleagues, 
Pamela helped to develop legitimacy for the study of Caribbean music and African-American 
jazz, while at the same time maintaining the tradition of European music education for 
individual Jamaicans. This article discusses her contribution in two spheres. One was as an 
innovative music educator who became director of the Music Unit of the University of the 
West Indies (1970-1976), then head (1976-1989) of the Jamaica School of Music, a tertiary-
level institution. The second sphere is that of her work as a music journalist, using 
broadcasting, newspaper articles and critical academic writing to help systematize the serious 
analysis of Caribbean music. 
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Music in the formal education system in Jamaica today offers multicultural variety. 
Some choose to study in the tradition of instrumental European music by taking the 
series of music examinations set by Britain, and/or they can study Caribbean folk and 
popular music and African-American jazz traditions. Studying this variety of musical 
genres would not have been possible in the formal system up to the mid-1970s, since 
only European music was taught. The overwhelming emphasis was on instrumental 
and choral performance, whereas today learning activities are much more varied, and 
often include composition. This article discusses the contribution made by an 
Australian-born music educator, Pamela O’Gorman, to moving music education from 
a colonial paradigm which saw only European music as being worthy of serious 
study, to a postcolonial paradigm which challenged the prominence of European 
music and advocated a more multicultural approach. Pamela worked both within the 
tradition of European music education for individual Jamaicans, and beyond it, 
helping to develop legitimacy for the study of Caribbean music and African-
American jazz.  This article will view her contribution in two spheres. One is her 
innovative impact on music education, in her roles as director of the Music Unit of 
the University of the West Indies (1970-1976), then as head (1976-1989) of the 
Jamaica School of Music, one of the four schools comprising the Cultural Training 
Centre. The second sphere is that of her work as a music journalist, using 
broadcasting, newspaper articles and critical academic writing to help systematize the 
serious analysis of Caribbean music. Her multi-faceted contribution to music was 
recognised by several awards: a silver Musgrave medal by the Institute of Jamaica, 
the Diploma de Honor of the Organisation of American States, and the Commander 
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of the Order of Distinction in the yearly honours awarded by the Government of 
Jamaica.  
 
A postcolonial perspective is drawn on to discuss how culturally diverse traditions of 
musical knowledge and pedagogy explain Jamaica’s music education scene. 
Postcolonial theory, in seeking to explain the conditions of those formerly involved in 
colonialism, would focus on the tensions and contradictions arising out of the 
colonising and decolonising process. It examines the construction of cultural 
discourse as well as how such discourse helps to shape social realities and identities, 
and is keenly aware not only of the impact of historical context, but also of the 
epistemologies of particular eras. It examines how the construction of individual and 
group identities have ‘operated hegemonically to legitimate inequalities and the 
colonial project’ (Tikly 1999: 611), but it does not make this an inevitable binary 
(colonialism all bad, decolonisation all good). Instead, it draws attention to the 
processes of transcultural mixing, of hybridity and exchange, as well as to the 
resistance, tensions and development involved in constituting fluid transcultural 
identities. Such themes will become the framework of this paper. 
 
In Caribbean music, cultural hybridity consists of the juxtaposition of Caribbean and 
European musical styles and the relationships between them. One element of this 
hybridity was how African and European sounds were blended to form a new type of 
music in the creole tradition. Another showed in the fact that the musical foundation 
of most Jamaicans, rich or poor, remained the folk and popular music of the Afro-
Jamaican tradition, despite the prominence of the canon of European classical music. 
Characterising this hybridity are the social tensions between the two traditions, and 
the way in which these tensions were continually struggled with, resolved and 
struggled with again in the constituting of identities. An interesting question from a 
postcolonial perspective is how far classically-trained musicians in such an 
environment can develop transferability. Can they use their formal, European-taught 
skills to add further dynamism to their home environment of Caribbean music, or is 
the tension so great that they can only juxtapose the two traditions but not use them to 
cross-fertilise each other? My own musical hybridity expresses itself in my classical 
training in the piano and violin together with my deep absorption of Jamaican folk 
and popular music. However, the tensions between these strands made me reluctant to 
pursue music any further than the Grade 8 exams in both instruments, unwilling to 
specialise in European music as a career (the only option up to the mid -1970s), yet 
feeling incapable of transferring my instrumental skills to composition or 
performance in Caribbean genres. This unresolved dilemma of my musical education 
gives me a particular interest in exploring, in this article, how Pamela achieved a 
transferability which led her to surmount and utilise her classical training to help 
create a new era for music education in Jamaica. 
 
Background 
Why focus on Pamela O’Gorman as a music educator in Jamaica, when there are 
many Jamaican-born music educators whose contributions are important and 
interesting? The answers have to do with historical and personal coincidences. I, a 
black Jamaican woman, am now living in Brisbane, Australia where I continue my 
lifelong work – started in the Caribbean - as a teacher educator. Pamela, a white 
Australian who took Jamaican citizenship in 1972, returned to Brisbane in 1998 [1], 
after forty years in Jamaica. With our shared interest in music (since my mother has 
taught the classical piano in Jamaica for over sixty years [2], and moulded me as a 
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pianist) it was inevitable that we should reminisce about Jamaica and music 
education. The historian in me decided to interview Pamela for her memories of the 
era  of change through which we lived in Jamaica, and to research the arts education 
of that era further for this article. Politically, my interest was roused by the parallel 
between the role of my own teaching in helping to forge a postcolonial strand in the 
preparation of teachers in both the Caribbean and Australia (see Hickling-Hudson 
1996, 1998), and the fact that Pam is one of three Australians [3] whose careers 
contributed to the development of postcolonial directions in Jamaican culture in the 
second half of the twentieth century.  
 
Pamela O’Gorman was unusual for her time in being a musician, classically-trained, 
who was able to develop transcultural skills and contribute them to building a 
postcolonial curriculum in an adopted country. Her Australian background indirectly 
oriented her towards those skills in engendering an unease with colonialism and its 
cultural hegemony, which was later combined with the opportunity to add her talents 
of creative anti-colonial challenge to those of Jamaicans who were also embarking on 
this path. In the Australia of Pamela’s youth, the European musical canon was even 
stronger than it was in Jamaica. In the fifties, the majority of the Australian 
population consisted of European immigrants whose hegemony over cultural 
structures and discourse was firmly entrenched at the expense of indigenous culture. 
Pamela was brought up in this hegemonic music tradition, studying music in 
Australia through the British music syllabus and examinations of the Trinity College. 
This meant that she was trained in the performance of  European classical music as a 
solo pianist, and in the linear foundations of this music by way of scales, aural, and 
theory, step by step, grade by grade. Winning a scholarship to England for her 
outstanding performance in the Trinity College music exams (the ATCL, LTCL, 
FTCL), she studied music professionally at Trinity College in London as a young 
woman, attaining her LRAM qualification as a piano teacher in 1955 [4].  
 
Qualified as a performer-teacher, Pamela was about to return to Australia in 1958, 
when her life took an unexpected, dramatic turn towards Jamaica. As she tells it, she 
was getting very frustrated with studying at Trinity College, London. A friend of hers 
said ‘You must meet this Jamaican woman, Noelle Foster Davis - she is one of the 
most brilliant music teachers in London’. When they met, Noelle introduced Pam to 
Jamaican folk music and she was completely captivated with it. When Noelle decided 
to go back to Jamaica she said to Pamela ‘Look, I am opening up a studio in 
Kingston. Would you like a job, even for a year?’ Pamela jumped at the chance - 
‘because I wanted to meet the people behind that music!’(O’Gorman, 1999). 
 
The Jamaica to which Pamela O’Gorman came as a young piano teacher in 1958 was 
in the final years of British colonial rule, which ended with the island’s independence 
in 1962 (other British Caribbean countries obtained their independence between 1963 
and 1978). She had left an Australia which, although it was an independent federation 
or ‘commonwealth’ of states, still had a strongly British colonial ethos. Despite the 
size differences of small-island Jamaica and continental Australia, the two 
educational systems shared British roots. Colonial British rule had implanted 
Anglicized music education as part of a global British colonial education system in 
both countries. In the West Indian colonies, music, like other parts of education, 
ignored or neglected the vibrant Afro-Jamaican musical traditions of the majority and 
constructed an image of European classical music as being part of ‘high culture’, the 
epitome of good taste and cultivation, commandeered by a tiny minority. This 
persisted in spite of the cultural awakening, gathering momentum from the 1940s, in 
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which artists were expressing the voice and image of the black majority and trying to 
make sense of their pluralist society. As Michael Manley puts it: ‘Mirrors that 
reflected beauty and struggle were suddenly inviting Jamaicans to consider 
embarking upon an epic journey. As with Garvey before, it did not matter that not 
everyone was either listening or looking. What was important was that a process of 
self-awareness and self-discovery was irreversibly commenced’ (Manley 1997: 97). 
 
Growing cultural consciousness led to the establishment of four tertiary level schools 
of the Fine Arts – the Jamaica School of Art, founded in the 1950s by Edna Manley, 
the Jamaica School of Music, founded in 1962 by Vera Moodie, and in the early 
1970s the Jamaica National School of Drama, founded by the Little Theatre 
Movement, and the Jamaica School of Dance, founded by the National Dance Theatre 
Company. It was not until 1976, a time of fervent nationalist cultural change, that the 
government built a cultural complex to house all four schools on a stretch of public 
property in Kingston devoted also to the headquarters of the Jamaica Library Service, 
a small theatre, rehearsal rooms and dance studios. The new Cultural Training Centre, 
juxtaposing all four schools of the Fine Arts, signified a structured opportunity for 
‘the cross-fertilisation necessary for a vigorous development of the arts and cultural 
sensibilities’(Nettleford  1978: 96). By the 1990s, it had developed into the Edna 
Manley College for the Visual and Performing Arts, adding the function of offering 
degree programs in the Fine Arts in collaboration with the University of the West 
Indies. Against this background, the curricular and literary aspects of Pam’s musical 
career in Jamaica developed. These will now be examined. 
 
New directions in the Caribbean music curriculum 
 
Pamela spent ten years (1958 – 1968) teaching the piano at a private music studio in 
Kingston. But she grew increasingly unhappy with studio teaching. She felt it was 
restrictive and elitist, commenting that ‘The more I saw of that whole system, the 
examination system of teaching people music, the more I came to hate it and want to 
run away from it.  In studio teaching, you were satisfying the demands of parents who 
wanted their children to do music as a social accomplishment as much as anything 
else’. Playing an instrument as a social accomplishment was a prerogative of the 
middle class and wealthy, a small minority in Jamaica. Most of those trained in this 
tradition used music for private pleasure. A few excelled and went to study music 
professionally in England. Some returned as teachers of instruments, but most stayed 
to develop musical careers overseas [5].  
 
With hindsight, Pamela sees her unease with studio teaching and her growing 
awareness of the necessity to build alternative approaches to music education as being 
nourished by the excitement of Jamaica’s drive to ‘forge our own thing’, which 
intensified in the late 1960s and the 1970s. She was particularly inspired by the 
Jamaican National Dance Theatre Company (NDTC). Led by the brilliant Jamaican 
choreographer, dancer and scholar, Rex Nettleford [6], the NDTC danced to the folk-
derived musical arrangements of Marjorie Whylie, a Jamaican musician who, like 
Pamela, was breaking out of the constraints of the Royal College of Music system 
which had provided her initial musical education. Pamela saw the NDTC’s 
choreography, music and performances ‘making a serious cultural statement which 
arose from an organic energy, a pride in and a respect for Caribbean cultural 
expression. Its performances showed “we’re as good as anybody else”. It started from 
the roots – was a welling up of folk expression that was moulded into an artistic 
genre, rather than superimposing a European structure on folk roots as was the case 
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with some musical arrangements’ (O’Gorman 2000, and see Nettleford 1985). Pam 
was struck also by the conflict in the opinions of the cultural elite about NDTC 
experiments, ranging from admiration to scepticism to hostility. This was a reflection 
of the ‘culture wars’ which Jamaica was experiencing, in the sense of clashes between 
the competing policies and agendas of different socio-political models, traditional 
conservatism and a nationalistic push to decolonise. In the 1970s decolonisation took 
the direction of ‘democratic socialism’, the slogan of the governing People’s National 
Party led by Michael Manley. The government increased the share of the public 
sector in the economy, brought about radical changes in social welfare such as 
guaranteeing workers a minimum wage and women maternity leave rights, sought 
new collaborative political relationships with other Third World countries including 
socialist ones, widened access to education and encouraged a nationalist 
consciousness in curriculum change. Conflict over these changes was endemic, and 
the debate raged throughout the decade.  
 
This ferment of change, experimentation and culture clash increased Pamela’s resolve  
to prepare herself for a new, deliberately postcolonial phase in her career in Jamaica. 
Seeking more knowledge of Caribbean history and culture, she enrolled in an external 
studies BA degree at the University of the West Indies in 1969. This led to another 
unexpected opening. In the first term of her studies as a UWI evening student, the 
Barbadian director of UWI’s music program resigned and left Jamaica, leaving the 
program high and dry. The UWI administration got hold of Pam and asked her to 
keep the music course going until they appointed a new director.  She was invited to 
apply for the advertised post, and told the people who interviewed her that she was 
willing to have a go at it as long as the appointment was not on the basis of training 
the Chapel Choir (a major expectation of the previous post), as she had never 
conducted a choir in her life and was apprehensive about doing this. But it was the 
Chapel Choir which became the great thrill of her career as director of UWI’s Music 
Unit from 1970 to 1976. She developed skills in conducting the choir and travelled 
with it in new musical directions. Working with the movement to change and 
Caribbeanise the music in the Chapel became the most exciting activity of  her UWI 
post. ‘I’ll never forget the first Christmas when we changed the music of the 
ceremony of lessons and carols… towards the end we went into pure West Indian, 
and people were just so thrilled’ (O’Gorman 1999). It was during this period that she 
wrote ‘The Introduction of Jamaican Music into the Established Churches’ (Jamaica 
Journal 1974). This article categorised and analysed the new Jamaican religious 
songs with their use of Jamaican Creole, mento, Rastafarian and reggae beats and 
their ‘innate corporeality’ woven together by composers such as Barry Chevannes, 
Noel Dexter, Lisa Narcisse and Richard HoLung. It described the movement to 
introduce Mento and folk masses in the Anglican and Catholic churches, and 
discussed the conflicting reactions to this process of indigenizing worship, ranging 
from stunned shock and rejection to increasing delight, acceptance and use. 
 
But once again, Pamela was required to teach mainly European classical music at 
UWI. The music course there was an option in the first year for a select group of 
students who had the highly-regarded qualifications of passes in Royal or Trinity 
College music exams. As part of a Bachelor of Arts degree, the course immersed 
them in the history and appreciation of European music. Pamela broadened the scope 
of the UWI music unit by bringing in Jamaican musicians such as the multi-talented 
Marjorie Whylie to teach recreational classes in folk music and drumming, Canadian 
Neil Witmer to teach a jazz course, and famous ethno-musicologists Bruno Nettl from 
the USA and Kwabena Nketia from Ghana to to assess the UWI folk music collection 
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(the Lomax Collection) recorded on audiotape some years previously but never used 
for academic purposes [7]. She wanted to use this folk collection as the basis for 
making extensive changes, so that the formal BA course would have more of a 
Caribbean orientation within a ‘world music’ framework. She pressed the case at 
meetings that the university should be in the forefront of encouraging and funding 
research along these lines. This idea got nowhere, given the lack of research to 
support such a course, the non-existence of library facilities for it, and the shortage of 
resources and personnel to make it operational. In 1975 Pamela, who was already a 
member of the Board of Directors of the Jamaica School of Music, was seconded to 
the JSM as acting director, but still continued part-time teaching in the UWI course. 
Soon she was offered the post of Director of the School of Music, and found herself 
having to choose between staying in a safe, well-paid university post with 
superannuation, and the precariousness of a job which paid less and had somewhat 
less esteem in the community. As she tells it, ‘it was the frustration of seeing a 
lifetime, perhaps, of going on teaching European music that made me decide to leave 
the university and accept the job as Director of the School of Music’ (O’Gorman 
2000). This seemed to have broader possibilities of change.  
 
The Jamaica School of Music had in its first decade been modelled on the lines of a 
conservatory of music, where gifted performers were trained in European 
instrumental music ‘in virtual isolation from the vibrant creativity  that was evident 
among the popular creators of music’ (Nettleford 1978: 97). Although it had 
Jamaica’s first Music Research Department, the research being carried out in 
ethnomusic was not transmitted to the students (Nettleford 1978: 97). Pamela’s 
multicultural approach as the new Director had a powerful impact on the School of 
Music. In thirteen years as Director, from 1976 - 1989, she achieved her aim of 
broadening the music curriculum by drawing on a multicultural context to reflect the 
diversity of Jamaican society. Students could now specialise in the study of jazz, 
popular and folk music, but at the same time they were required do introductory 
courses in the foundations of European classical music. Those who were specialising 
in classical music were required to do a minor in jazz and popular music. This was an 
unusual and innovative music curriculum model at the time. In 1975 Pamela had 
travelled to the USA looking for approaches that could be considered for the Jamaica 
School of Music, and found only three higher education music programs that had a  
hint of what she wanted to establish, in that they treated jazz as a serious musical 
study that could be pursued as part of a formal music course (O’Gorman 1987 b: 39).  
This approach would be a beginning, but the Jamaican music school had to forge a 
unique model for Caribbean needs. 
 
Pamela asked Marjorie Whylie to develop a folk-based curriculum for the School of 
Music.  Marjorie left her job of teaching high school Spanish to teach at the School of 
Music, and became one of the centrally important figures around which new 
directions grew. She taught core compulsory classes, which all students had to take, 
in conga drumming and in Caribbean folk music. Marjorie’s classical music training 
as a fine pianist, her degrees in languages and education, her absorption of folk music 
since childhood, and her years of experience as director of music of the NDTC, meant 
that she could devise courses which gave students a broad and systematic education 
in these two important areas of Jamaican musical tradition. Explaining the importance 
of Marjorie’s courses in conga drumming, Pamela pointed out that they were a 
compulsory part of the students’ training ‘in much the same way as European 
institutions insist on compulsory choir or keyboard proficiency – not to produce 
advanced practitioners, but to give ‘hands on’ experience of the musical behaviours 
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that are integral to the culture. Jamaican music is essentially percussive and 
rhythmical, just as European music is predominantly melodic and vocal. As a result, 
the drumming component became the identifying mark of the whole institution….’ 
(1991:33). Requiring students to perform in drum ensembles was a vital part of their 
education since it developed rhythmic muscular coordination, memory, concentration 
and aural perception, as well as encouraging social interaction, individuality, 
improvisation, emotional release and a knowledge of traditional material (O’Gorman 
1987 b: 43). Other well-known musicians who taught courses part-time at the JSM 
included Cedric Brooks, a Rastafarian jazz and popular musician, Melba Liston, a 
leading American jazz musician, and Peter Ashbourne, a classically-trained Jamaican 
who had graduated with a jazz specialisation from the Berklee School of Music. 
 
Another innovative model established at the School of Music was the teacher 
education program, whose foundation director was Joan Tucker. This was extremely 
important as a way of breaking the barrier of tradition by preparing a different kind of 
teacher – one who could teach the dynamic and broad musical approach being 
pioneered by the JSM. It started as being an intensive one-year certificate program in 
music education for teachers who were already qualified. Soon a four-year program 
was developed for people who wished to specialise in music education. The new 
program, since it drew on the broad resources of the JSM, could offer a far more 
complex course than those offered in the Teachers’ Colleges, which at that time was 
still based on 19th century British choral tradition, focused therefore on singing and 
the mastery of the tonic solfa, and lacked sufficient opportunity for creating and 
performing music (Tucker 1995: 62, 2000: 18). The JSM program was based on the 
core subjects of instrumental training, Caribbean folk music, the history of European 
music, a listening and analysis course in world music, studies in music pedagogy as 
well as general education. The emphasis was on musicianship. Trainees did basic 
courses in the piano, conga drums, guitar, recorder and other instruments, and were 
given wide training in different kinds of classroom activities. Their extensive work in 
music making which drew on various musical styles and idioms included using 
African-American compositional devices such as call-and-response and ostinato, and 
forms such as reggae and calypso, dub and blues (O’Gorman 1987:43). They did their 
teaching practice in the schools, learning, under supervision, how to place ‘the child’s 
enjoyment, needs and ability to create through an exploration of sound at the centre of 
a philosophy of music education’ (Tucker 1995: 63).  
 
The Cultural Training Centre attracted funding from the Organisation of American 
States to become a regional arts education centre, and this meant that students came 
on scholarship from other Caribbean islands. Its programs in music, dance, drama and 
art contributed towards redressing some of the imbalances in the neo-colonial culture 
of arts education in the Caribbean. As Pamela expresses it, ‘There’s a new kind of 
Caribbean music teacher out there now – they have been given the skills to work from 
the ground up, to use the folk culture of their place as the primary vehicle for teaching 
music’ (O’Gorman 2000). 
 
Music Journalism  
 
Musicians often operate mainly in soundscape and have little interest in writing about 
music. They focus on performance and /or composition, and very few systematically 
analyse or document it for public education. In Jamaica, opportunities opened up 
which pulled Pamela into music journalism from the 1960s. She wrote for ‘The 
Gleaner’, Jamaica’s main daily paper, as a music critic, and presented a weekly radio 
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program about music at the Jamaica Broadcasting Corporation. Her aim was to use 
these programs to teach people to develop breadth in their enjoyment of music, to get 
away from the prejudices and class associations that were related to European 
classical music. She used classical music in her radio program as a jumping off point 
for presenting jazz and popular music, resisting and openly challenging the hierarchy 
that put the European classical tradition at the top. In the 1970s and 80s Pam moved 
between organising music education and regularly analysing the Caribbean music 
scene, in articles for the Institute of Jamaica’s literary magazine, the Jamaica 
Journal.  These articles, the first of their kind written on a systematic basis in the 
Caribbean, opened up the idea of serious, culturally-rooted musical analysis to a wide 
general readership. The journal referred to them as ‘columns’, but they were far more: 
they are challenging academic articles which constitute a bedrock of material for the 
music researcher. Pamela highlighted the themes that fascinated her: the study of 
Caribbean composers and performers, and the analysis of Caribbean musical genres 
in historical context. I will now turn to describing how she dealt with these themes. 
 
In an important article, ‘Jamaican Music, Cultural Modes and Composers’ (1986), 
Pamela applies a schema of Nettleford’s to categorise Jamaican music into genres that 
include the ancestral traditional, the contemporary popular and the classically 
oriented, and explains the characteristics of each genre. This not only helps to make 
analytical sense of the rich and complex textures and types of Jamaican music, it also 
serves to emphasise the importance of musical composition by naming many of the 
Jamaican composers who work within each genre.  Pamela’s view was that some of 
these highly gifted composers operating over a wide spectrum of genres and idioms 
‘have few parallels anywhere else in the world of music’. She saw them as ‘models 
for the future – musicians in whom the principal modes of Caribbean expression 
came together naturally in a fusion that reveals the barriers between different genres 
and idioms as an unnecessary encumbrance…’ (1986:45). The article went on to 
point out that there has been little attempt in Jamaica to assess the work of creative 
musicians, largely because the mistake tends to be made of seeing music largely as a 
performer’s art, and it ends by arguing that analysing and redefining music critique in 
Caribbean terms constitutes ‘one of the most searching musical challenges of 
the…21st century’ (1986: 46).  
 
In another article, ‘Marjorie Whylie’s contribution to the development of drumming 
in Jamaica’ (Jamaica Journal 1991), Pamela portrays Marjorie as one of a small 
handful of people to thank for the current situation in which drums ‘have epitomized 
the Jamaicanization of our arts and entertainment and have become an all-pervading 
symbol of the dominant African element in our culture…’ (1991:33). As head of the 
folk Music Research Department at the Jamaica School of Music, Marjorie taught the 
skills and language of conga drumming to scores of  musicians and music teachers 
who in turn passed them on to others all over the island. Pamela draws attention to a 
solo show performed by Marjorie in Trinidad and Germany, which illustrated her 
extraordinary range of musical talents. In the first part of this show, captured on 
video, she presents aspects of Jamaican life from birth to death using traditional 
music, singing, dancing and story-telling, all to the accompaniment of conga drums, 
while in the second half she played her own piano compositions ‘so utterly Caribbean 
in their musical style…(with) riveting cross-rhythms which owe so much to the 
vitality of the bass line’(1991: 36). Pamela’s emphasis in this article is to show how 
the work of ‘this prodigiously talented musician’ had a far-reaching effect on the 
development of Jamaican culture over two decades. 
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Pamela’s articles describe and analyse not only individual musicians but also the folk 
singing concert tradition in Jamaica. The question of how Jamaicans were developing 
their society’s folk music for the concert stage is explored in two 1987 articles ‘From 
Field to Platform: Jamaican Folk Music in Concert’, Nos. 1 & 2 (Jamaica Journal 
February – April 1987, and May-July 1987). She points out that folk music is never 
just music – it is ‘sound, motion, gesture and drama synchronized into a unity that is 
as ancient as art itself’ (1987 b: 43), and that this expectation means that the staging 
of folk music is always more difficult and challenging than that of straight choral 
music. How were the four predominant folk-singing groups in Jamaica resolving the 
challenge of turning live community songs into artistic objects of entertainment and 
enlightenment which could withstand ‘the scrutiny of critical tradition that is an 
integral part of European art?’ (1987 a: 45). Pamela brings out the stylistic differences 
in the four groups, which all were attracting large and appreciative audiences in their 
concert seasons. She shows how the Jamaica Folk Singers, led by musical director 
Olive Lewin, an accomplished classical musician highly qualified in piano, violin and 
voice, tend to ‘lean more towards the European aesthetic than towards the African’. 
Their arrangement and performance of songs take an approach which is more melodic 
and harmonic than rhythmic, drawing out the intrinsic beauty of the music which is 
smoothly phrased and exquisitely nuanced. The arrangements of songs by the NDTC 
Singers is aesthetically more African in style, emphasising rhythmic structure, closer 
to the original ritual function of the music, the accompanying conga drums giving the 
performances a ‘hard-driving forward momentum that carries the audience along with 
them’ (1987 a: 47). This group is seen as outstanding for the authenticity of its re-
creations of folk and religious songs, particularly for its brilliant performance of 
‘Kumina’ which awakens  a tension and ‘primeval force… that touches our innermost 
being’ (1987 a: 49). 
 
Caribbean folk music as an art form ‘is highly demanding of the voice and the whole 
body’, and makes a compelling rhythmic bond between performers and audience, 
keeping the latter in suspense by the ebb and flow of rhythmic /dramatic tension and 
relaxation. This is illustrated by an analysis of how the Carifolk Singers, led by 
musical director Kathryn Dyke, recreates theatrical scenes of which the folk songs are 
a part. Their 1986 concert season performed forty five folk songs divided into seven 
groups, each depicting an aspect of Jamaican life. History, social commentary and 
theatre are combined in the staging of their shows, and they are commended for the 
enormous work that goes into the collection, arrangement and performance of this 
music, as well as for their thorough program notes. ‘We receive an overall impression 
of a young, exuberant, extrovert country with plenty of bustle and vitality’(1987 c: 
44). The article then goes on to discuss the different style of the University Singers, a 
group of long experience and finely-honed excellence commanding a range of styles 
in its repertoire – classical, jazz, African, folk, pop, and Jamaican ‘art’ song. Under 
their director Noel Dexter, the focus was initially not on the staging of the songs but 
on the music, the director eliciting from the singers open, natural yet clear tones with 
an enormous range of colour and dynamics. However for some of their concert 
seasons, music and staging were combined by the brilliant choreography of Rex 
Nettleford, who moulded Dexter’s singers ‘into human instruments who use the body 
to reflect whatever is expressed through the voice’ (1987 c: 45).  The article 
emphasises the importance of the break of this group with ‘the European tradition of 
treating musical performance as something aimed directly at an audience. To them, 
every song is a self-contained dramatic situation in which the singers sing, not to the 
audience, but principally to one another …. (this has) the effect of drawing the 
audience deeper into the performance.’ This Dexter / Nettleford approach, she argues, 
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points the way to ‘what could be a new Caribbean tradition in folk performance in 
which music, movement, iconographic symbols, gesture and facial expression are 
united into an organic style of expression that has few parallels – anywhere’ (1987 c: 
48).  
 
Pamela was among the earliest to carry out serious analysis of reggae and other forms 
of Jamaican popular music. In her article ‘An Approach to the Study of Jamaican 
Popular Music’ (Jamaica Journal 1972) she explains the differences between the 
European and Afro-Caribbean traditions of music in order to try to ‘clear up the kind 
of basic misunderstanding by which some people condemn “Reggae” as a sub-
culture’ (1972: 50).  Post-Renaissance European music provides tonality, harmony, 
and a linear structure creating progression towards a climax, and this, she points out, 
is a tradition to which Jamaican popular music does not belong. She provides a 
musical analysis of how the popular forms of Mento, Ska and Rock Steady evolved 
into Reggae, with its songs ‘that have no beginning, no middle and no end’. It 
articulates a flow that never seems to stop, instead, fading out into a continuum. ‘Like 
the Blues, which shares with it this same characteristic, it lies outside the post-
Renaissance sense of time and in this it is essentially non-European. By the same 
token, it is functional in intention rather than artistic. One does not listen to Reggae, 
one moves to it… No other West Indian, let alone a European or an American, black 
or white, can effectively copy the sinuous, earth-rooted pelvic thrust of the Jamaica 
dancing Reggae’ (1972: 51). Pamela’s artistic appreciation of Reggae led her to see 
not only that it was Jamaica’s most sophisticated contribution to the international 
popular music scene, but also that its outstanding exponent, Bob Marley, was 
‘perhaps the most original mind in Jamaican popular music… His speech is natural. 
The bitterness and passion that lie behind so many of his songs are tempered with an 
ironic detachment and a deliberately limited emotional range, all the more effective 
because it avoids stridency and self-pity…There are no sweet songs that Marley 
sings. His main gift is not a gift of melody; yet his melodies are so closely integrated 
with the words that they grow on the listener, revealing their true artistry only after 
several hearings. This is the sign of the true creative mind…’ (1972:52). Years later, 
Pam was to describe how the influence of reggae was spreading globally, far wider 
than the Americas and Europe, and how it had become a political weapon of racially 
oppressed people such as Australian aborigines and countless others of the world’s 
dispossessed (Jamaica Journal 1987 d: 85). 
 
Concluding discussion 
 
This article makes a small contribution to the relatively neglected field of cultural 
analysis in Caribbean education. It has sought to show the importance of Pamela 
O’Gorman’s role in the history of music education in Jamaica. Hers was the role of 
the outsider /insider who can sometimes have a broader vision, and a clearer 
comparative context, than insiders who are constrained by the traditions, pressures 
and expectations of their society. She held up a mirror to music in Jamaica  - a critical 
yet appreciative mirror which threw light on the various strands of the society’s 
musical hybridity. Her music journalism explored the nature of these strands, and her 
role in music education was to help establish the conditions whereby Caribbean music 
students could explore and develop the strands in a new way. She was able to 
pinpoint what was uniquely Caribbean about the music and performance that form the 
rich texture of Jamaican musicality. An important element of this insight was, I think,  
her Australian background. Her understanding of the nature of colonialism, her deep 
knowledge of European music, her study of African musical styles and her outsider / 
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insider eyes, facilitated her observation of what was happening in Caribbean music. 
She developed her skills of comparing this music with other forms, to show what was 
unique about it. Her articles reveal an understanding of musical epistemologies, and 
they use this knowledge in a postcolonial way, to encourage the appreciation of 
Caribbean music within the non-hierarchical context of a variety of genres. She 
applied her musical sophistication to articulating the appreciation of not only ‘artistic’ 
or ‘serious’ music (church, folk, classical or ‘art’ music) but also of popular music. 
She treated pop music – ska, rock-steady, reggae, dance hall (O’Gorman 1989 a) and 
the ‘Wild Gilbert’ songs (O’Gorman 1989 b) – as a serious art form with a defined 
social role. 
 
Some of Pamela’s articles raise deep questions that are still burning ones today. For 
example, she points out one of the problems characterising the reception of music in 
Jamaica: that far more attention is paid to its performance than to its composition.  
Few know that ‘No woman no cry’, made famous by Bob Marley’s performance, was 
composed by Vincent Ford, whereas in the case of drama and dance, most people 
have a keen knowledge of the creators of the works which are performed (O’Gorman 
1986: 41). The inadequate notice of music creativity leads to the fact that there is little 
assessment of music composition, and no sustained critique against which composers 
can reflect on their work. Much of Pamela’s writing attempts to redress this situation, 
drawing attention both to the musical genre and to composers within the genre. She 
interweaves these themes brilliantly, painting vivid word-pictures of the composers 
and analyses of their work at a time of unparalleled importance in Jamaican cultural 
history – when the society was starting to forge a consciously postcolonial cultural 
language and aesthetic.  
 
This is not to overlook the importance of Jamaican scholars of the Fine Arts such as 
Rex Nettleford and Ivy Baxter whose work in postcolonial cultural studies long 
preceded Pamela’s, and invites analysis by arts educators. However, Pamela’s work 
in promoting and popularising the appreciation of Jamaican music as a spectacularly 
rich Caribbean art form was without precedent. Given the relative neglect of the 
documentation of this music, her written account of it is of immense historical 
importance. In her work as a music educator, she was able to respond to the fervent 
context of the 1970s to become one of many change agents in Jamaican education, 
helping to shape a new and deliberately postcolonial approach to teaching and 
studying music, encouraging and drawing on the talents of a like-minded team of 
educators (see O’Gorman 1987 b: 40). Because of the achievements of this team, 
Caribbean people can now more easily surmount the binaries of the old cleavage 
imposed between ‘the melody of Europe and the rhythm of Africa’ and  form a new 
organic whole embodying unprecedented and creative modes of relationship (see 
Nettleford 1972: 173). The challenges that she established concerning future 
directions – to document our music systematically, to educate our youth in it, to 
promote it, to establish critical appreciation in our own rather than borrowed terms, to 
move beyond colonial cultural hierarchies - can help Caribbean societies in their 
search for ‘definitions of the region largely in terms of its inner logic and cultural 
consistencies’ (Nettleford 1989). 
 
NOTES 
 
1. Pamela took early retirement from the Jamaica School of Music in 1989 because 
of the problem of an increasing loss of hearing. She lived in Jamaica for another 
twelve years, making a living by the organic farming and sale of aromatic cooking 
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herbs. She returned to Brisbane to seek treatment for her health problems, hearing 
impairment and breast cancer, both of which are being successfully tackled. She 
now teaches classes in Brisbane for the hearing-impaired. 
 
2. My mother Kathleen Bond-Hickling, after gaining her LRAM, ARCM and ILAM 
(gold medallist) in the UK, established her piano studio in Kingston in 1935, and 
has achieved the extraordinary feat of running it successfully, without a break, to 
the present, producing generations of highly skilled pianists in the classical 
tradition. At the age of 87, she is still a very good music teacher. 
 
3. The other two Australians are Colin Garland, a visual artist, and Professor Barry 
Higman, a world-renowned scholar of Caribbean history, an innovative professor 
of history for some thirty years at the University of the West Indies, and now 
Professor of History at the Australian National University, Canberra. 
 
4. ACTL, LCTL and FTCL stand for Associate, Licentiate and Fellow of Trinity 
College, London. LRAM = Licentiate of the Royal Academy of Music, ARCM = 
Associate of the Royal College of Music, and ILAM =  Incorporate of the London 
Academy of Music. 
 
5. Some of the Jamaicans who have achieved a high profile in music careers 
overseas include Edmund Reid, Oswald Russell, Nerine Barrett, Maxine Franklin, 
Denise Narcisse-Mair, Laura Murray, Jennifer Johnson, Paul Shaw. 
 
6. Professor Rex Nettleford was for many years director of UWI’s Department of 
Extra Mural Studies, now the School of Continuing Education. Since 1997 he has 
been the Vice Chancellor of the University of the West Indies. 
 
7. The "Lomax Collection", commissioned by the UWI in the 1950s, is a collection of 
music from the Islands of the Eastern Caribbean recorded by a well-known 
ethnomusicologist of the time, Alan Lomax.  The result of the assessment by both 
Nettl and Nketia was that there was insufficient accompanying  ethnological material  
to make the collection useful for academic purposes, and that much further research 
would have to be done.  
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From: Pamela O'Gorman <pamaud@powerup.com.au> 
To: a.hudson@qut.edu.au 
Subject: The article 
Date: Tuesday, May 02, 2000 8:03 PM 
 
Dear Ann 
  
I tried to phone you but got no answer, so am sending an email as I'll be 
out of town tomorrow and I must tell you how I feel. 
I think it is a brilliant article.  Not because it's about me (though it 
IS interesting to see things through someone else's eyes) but in the way in 
which you articulate  the whole tension between the colonial and 
post-colonial "processes of trans-cultural mixing, of hybridity and 
exchange" etc. as they existed and developed in music in Jamaica over 
those years. No one has ever been able to describe it as clearly as this.  I am 
sure that Rex Nettleford will be deeply impressed - and I'm equally sure 
that Joan will make sure he gets a copy! 
 
Your own  musical background and academic and educational expertise 
Brought to the task an insightfulness and depth that few people could have 
commanded. But I was frankly amazed at the way you brought all those 
different strands together and  made of them an integrated whole that 
encapsulated a relatively short historical period.  And as if that's not 
enough, you write so well!  
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Thank you.  The article has clarified a number of things for me, too  - and 
I am deeply grateful. 
 
Peace and love. 
 
 
 
 
Dear Pam 
thanks so much for these corrections. I will put them in and send them off to Joan. 
I've been having a busy time  - babysat for our little grandson 2 mornings last week, 
and had to give a seminar on postcolonial theory in educational research on Saturday 
at 9 am. When I was about to zoom out, I discovered that the car battery was dead so 
I had to rush for a taxi, and then took the City Cat back. A lovely trip on the river, but 
then I had to get the RACQ to come and fix up the car for me. What a wonderful 
service they offer - hope you are a member.  
tell me, do you have the adress and email of Stuart Hall? I would really like to get in 
touch with him, as he is one of the gurus of postcolonial theory and I would like to 
see him when I visit the UK to join Brian in June or July. 
Also, could you do me a favour and re-send me that email message of nice comments 
that you made about my article? I do want to keep it as a little reward for my efforts! 
My email function has disappeared off my new laptop - it's a long story but I had to 
take it in to the library to be 're-imaged' and in the process they lost my entire email 
connection and all the letters that I was saving. So I am back to square one, having to 
come into the uni to get email. 
 
Hope everything went okay with your uncle's funeral, and that your mother is doing 
as well as can be expected. 
  
I loved the message you sent on about the signs of getting old in Jamdown! 
Love 
Anne 
 
 
 
 
At 05:11 PM 5/5/00 +1000, you wrote: 
>Dear Anne (with an E!) 
>Have tried to phone you but always seem to choose the wrong time. So I'll 
>send an email and copy it to Joan as well. 
> 
>Re:  Your article: The following errors/omissions/minor changes need to be 
>included: 
> 
> 
>Page 1 Paragraph 1 Line 17 Dates here should be "(1976 - 1989)" as Head of 
>JSM. 
>Page 2 Paragraph 2, line 6  Date for J'can citizenship is 1972 (I think!!) 
> 
>Page 5 Paragraph 2 Line 7         "Canadian Bob Witmer" 
>     "           "           Line 9  Suggest this be rewritten thus: "to 
>assess the UWI folk music collection (the Lomax Collection) recorded on 
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>audiotape some years previously but never used for academic purposes." If 
>you want to explain this further as a footnote, the "Lomax Collection" was 
>commissioned by the UWI in the 1950s (if I remember rightly) and was a 
>collection of music from the Islands of the Eastern Caribbean recorded by a 
>well-known ethnomusicologist of the time, Alan Lomax.  The result of the 
>assessment by both Nettl and Nketia was that there was insufficient 
>accompanying  ethnological material  to make the collection useful for 
>academic purposes and that much further research would have to be done. But 
>I leave it to you to decide whether to leave it just so. 
> 
>Page 6 Paragraph 2  Fifth line from bottom of paragraph: To read thus:  
>"Other well-known musicians who taught extended courses in popular music at 
>the JSM included Cedric Brooks, a Rastafarian jazz and popular musician, 
>Melba Liston, etc, etc. "(Omit Joe Williams who was really a brass teacher 
>and not involved  with the popular programme). 
> 
>That's all.  Sorry I am a bit late with this, but I am sure Joan won't mind 
>!  I know she's having trouble getting in all her material.  You are not 
>the last! 
> 
>Love, peace ......... 
> 
>Pam 
> 
 
 
 
 
Hickling-Hudson, Anne (2000) Postcolonialism, hybridity and transferability: the 
contribution of Pamela O’Gorman to music education in the Caribbean.. Caribbean 
Journal of Education 22(1&2):pp. 36-55. 
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